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EDITORIAL
Welcome to this edition of e-motion, which arrives as the radiant energies of June are ablaze,
every which way we look. Subtle shades of purple, dazzling reds and luminous yellows adorn
lush, green hedgegrows. Giant nettles reach towards an azure sky and the soft-scented, pink
face of the wild rose glances timidly across winding country lanes. Swifts skim the rooftops
and swallows swoop over meadows of wild flowers. Bees hum. All’s well, it seems, in a world
awash with the golden complexion of the summer sun.
Nature’s summer carnival locates us in the physical body of the world and in this light, I draw
your attention to, ADMP’s AGM and Conference on 11th Sep. in Bristol, entitled ‘The Body in the
Room’, mentioned in Shirley Mawer’s ‘Letter from the Chair’. Such titles focus our attention
on the physicality of the body, from which the less tangible elements of mind, soul and spirit
emanate. I hope members will feel inspired to take this opportunity to meet with colleagues and
to experience the physical aliveness of our community. Whether you bring the fresh energy and
enthusiasm of a trainee, the struggles of a newly qualified practitioner, or the rich experience
of an elder, do come and share the collective wisdom of our ADMP community. In the same
letter, Shirley updates us on council initiatives, such as preparations for HPC registration and a
review of routes to the ADMP supervisors’ register.
The theme of our kinetic presence as a channel to a wider experience is echoed in Denis
MacDermot’s article, entitled ‘SOTO, Anna Halprin and the Life-Art Process’. Denis gives shape
to the work of G. Hoffman Soto, a movement artist and teacher, who is offering workshops
this June in the UK. The article begins with a quotation by SOTO, illustrating how the ‘.....
dialogue with our kinaesthetic selves (opens us) to the possibility of a new way of seeing,
perceiving, thinking, moving and ultimately, being.” and Denis explains how this relationship
can give rise to a rich emotional and imaginative inner energy. Details of the workshops can
be found in the ‘Workshops and Training’ section, along with a number of other exiting CPD
opportunities, including Helen Poynor ‘s non stylised, environmental movement opportunities,
‘Walk of Life’ and Petra Klein’s ‘Dance of Life’ in Tenerife. There are also details of a day to
explore Authentic Movement at Derby University as well as Allison Singer’s monthly workshops
in York, exploring movement sound & colour.
And finally, I’d like to draw your attention to ‘Brief News from the Field’ in which Helen Payne
has offered the use of her studio to ADMP members, free of charge. Thank you, Helen, for your
generosity in supporting potential new ventures in our field in this way.
So, I hope you find some inspiration in this edition and we look forwards to meeting those of
you who are inspired and able to attend the AGM & Conference on September 11th.
With good wishes,
Caroline Frizell, (co-editor) on behalf of Tracey French (co-editor) and the editorial team.

Correction
In our editorial in the spring edition, Rosalind Howell’s name was spelt incorrectly, so our
apologies to you for that Ros!
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News from ADMP UK Council
News from ADMP Chair, Shirley Mawer
Dear Member,
Hope you are well. I am writing to let you know some of the areas that the Council and I are working
on on your behalf.
Firstly, I’d like to remind you of this year’s combined AGM and Conference, which will be held on the
11th September in Bristol, at Dance Voice. The theme ‘The Body in the Room’ will be jointly presented
by Nina Papadopoulos and Penny Best, who will present their complementary areas of expertise around
an area of shared interest – the dynamic, expressive and relational bodies in the therapy space. This
will be followed by two very inspiring workshops, details of which will be available very soon.
We have been in the process of making the all the necessary changes to our relevant printed
documentation and website in preparation for HPC registration. Among these changes, over the last
year, we have been updating the Code of Professional Practice, so I am pleased to let you know that this
is in its final stages of completion. Great care has been taken with this update, as the Code constitutes
an important legal document for the profession.
Another important area in our profession that has changed with the upcoming HPC registration is
ADMP’s route to being on the supervisors’ register. As you may remember, the last applications for
SrDMP registration were accepted in August 2009, so this is no longer an available route to being on
the register. Therefore ADMP is looking to introduce supervision training in the future. To this effect
the Professional Registration Committee (PRC) have been working towards the development of an
achievable route towards the Supervisors’ Register. The first steps in this direction will be defined by
the AGM.
Thanks to all of you who are supporting and sustaining the development of our profession.
I look forward to seeing you at the AGM in September.
Sincerely
Shirley Mawer
Chair ADMP
admpchair@hotmail.com
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News from ADMP UK Council

Brief News from the Field

Nr Baldock, Herts SG9 0TH
CONTACT: HELEN PAYNE, H.J.Payne@herts.ac.uk or call Helen on
01763 288592 to discuss your requirements

‘The Empty Space Studio’
Helen Payne is generously offering her studio space, as illustrated in the photograph, to ADMP
practitioners, free of charge. She writes;
‘I am making available FREE OF CHARGE my new studio space in North Herts. It is beautiful,
set in a rural context, yet easily accessible by road or rail. The space is suitable for small groups
or individual movement psychotherapy. Please contact me on H.J.Payne@herts.ac.uk if you
are interested to discuss this.’

We send our congratulations
to Juliet Diener and family on
the birth of their first child, a
beautiful baby girl, Emily Rose.
With good wishes to Juliet and
the family, as Emily Rose finds
her place in the world.
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SOTO, Anna Halprin and the Life-Art Process
by Denis MacDermot
“When we begin to have a relationship/dialogue with our kinaesthetic selves we open to the possibility
of a new way of seeing, perceiving, thinking, moving and ultimately, being.” (Soto)
G. Hoffman Soto is a movement artist and teacher with extensive experience in movement and dance
and this June, Soto will be offering three workshops in the UK. He draws on an impressive list of forms
from both Eastern and Western traditions, which can be found on his website (www.sotomotion.com).
Soto says that he has been blessed by having many great teachers, but he particularly acknowledges
Anna Halprin, with whom he has been associated for 40 years, as a major influence. He is also a
member of the core faculty of the Tamalpa Institute (www.tamalpa.org).
Anna Halprin, still teaching and performing today at the age of 90, has had a long and varied career.
She was a successful dance comedienne in 1940s New York, then a modern dance choreographer and
performer in the 1950s before abandoning the mainstream in order to explore new ways of working in
1955. Her highly individual artistic journey took her into new territory, into experimental avant-garde
theatre, participatory public events and eventually into the intentional use of movement and dance for
personal and community healing. This aspect of her work has continued to broaden and develop over
the last 40 years within the Tamalpa Institute which she co-founded with her daughter, Daria Halprin
who is a dancer and Gestalt therapist.
There is not space here to say more about Anna Halprin 1 or to go into a full explanation of the maps
and methods of Tamalpa practice 2 but I would like to describe one fundamental concept - the “Life-Art
Process” . This is “the principle that as life experience deepens, personal art expression expands and as
art expression expands, life experiences deepen”. 3 The implications of this principle is that everyone
can make use of the tools and methodologies of art to lead a fuller, more meaningful psychological life;
and secondly that there is a vital connection between the inner world of the individual and the outer
world of performance or created art object. For the artist, the emotional and imaginative inner life is
not an inconvenience but an essential source of material and energy. The converse of this art-oriented
perspective is that the aesthetic shaping of our inner personal material is healing and therapeutic.
We project our inner demons on to the outer canvas of art and performance and work with them in
movement or colour or voice.
Nothing I have said above will be particularly new to DMT practitioners. It is more a matter of
flavour or emphasis than of substance. Tamalpa is more unusual perhaps in its willingness to cross
boundaries between art forms. While movement / somatic experience is always key, the images and
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SOTO, Anna Halprin and the Life-Art Process

feelings provoked by movement can be worked on through visual art or poetic utterance or taken
into performance. Moreover, it is quite common for a drawing to be explored in movement, either by
the person who drew it or by another participant giving his or her “aesthetic response”. The effect of
this cycling between media is to generate a rich field of metaphor, image and kinaesthetic experience
in which participants can engage for extended periods before returning to a more conceptual and
interpretative state of mind. These imaginative, enlivening and sometimes therapeutic journeys are made
both possible and safe by the solid grounding of awareness in the body as well as by the experience
and supportive presence of the facilitator.
Soto is offering three workshops, in Devon and London, in June, in his first visit to the country for
over 20 years. Two of the workshops will include “Performance Lab”, a form of physical theatre in
which we improvise movement, sound and language then explore and shape the material that arises.
In the third workshop Soto will facilitate a short form of the Self-Portrait process developed at the
Tamalpa Institute over 40 years. For more information contact the author or refer to the advertisement
in this newsletter.
Denis MacDermot
Tamalpa Practitioner
denbenmac@waitrose.com
07764-577570
Notes
1. For a full account of Anna Halprin’s life and work see Anna Halprin – by Libby Worth and Helen
Poynor - Routledge 2004
2. Much of the theory and methodology of the Tamalpa Institute is set out in The Expressive Body in
Life, Art and Therapy by Daria Halprin – Jessica Kinglsley Publishers 2003.
3. Anna Halprin quoted by Libby Worth and Helen Poynor –
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Workshops and Training
Twelve Monthly DMP Workshops in York exploring
Movement and Sound and Movement and Colour
There will be 12 monthly Sunday DMP workshops at Briar House in York. They will commence
in July 2010 and end in June 2011. There will be two kinds of workshops. The first, in July and
August 2010, will explore the relationship between movement and voice using movement, dance,
story, voice, singing, music, and visual images. There will then be 8 workshops, from September
2010 until April 2011 inclusive, that will explore the colour spectrum focusing on a different colour
in each workshop. I will ask participants to bring poems, stories, songs, visual images, a piece of
movement, or a piece of music that they associate with the particular colour we will be working
on and these contributions will form the basis for our exploration. The final two workshops, in May
and June 2011, will come back to the relationship between movement and voice. You may either
register for all 12 sessions or select which sessions you would like to attend. The dates and times
are as follows:

Movement of Sound Workshops
Sunday 11th July 2010
Sunday 15th August 2010
Sunday 15th May 2011
Sunday 12th June 2011

Movement of Colour Workshops
Sunday 12th September 2010
Sunday 17th October 2010
Sunday 14th November 2010
Sunday 12th December 2010
Sunday 16th January 2011
Sunday 13th February 2011
Sunday 13th March 2011
Sunday 10th April 2011
Each workshops will be from 10am-1pm, tea and coffee will be provided
The cost for individual workshops is: £55 (full); £40 (concn)
The cost if all 12 sessions are booked in advance is: £600 (full); £420 (concn)
The cost for the 8 ‘Movement of Colour’ workshops is: £400 (full); £280 (concn)
The cost for the 4 ‘Movement of Sound’ workshops is: £200 (full); £140 (concn)
12 places are available for each workshop. It is necessary to book in advance.
If you are interested in joining the workshops please email: allison.singer@btinternet.com, or
telephone: 01904 630853 as soon as possible and confirm which workshops you would like to join.
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Therapeutic Value of Authentic Movement
One Day Course at Derby University 5th July 2010

About the course
This workshop will help you to understand reflective practice in dance, counselling and
dance movement psychotherapy. The focus will be on authentic movement, which combines
imagination and movement. You’ll explore how these elements combine, and will consider
the use of metaphors and symbols, and their relationship to well-being.

What you’ll cover
•

10am-12 noon Authentic movement

•

12 noon-1pm Lunch (not provided)

•

1pm-2pm Movement, story and narrative

•

2pm-4pm The body as theatre energy

A pack will be provided for you for use on the workshops. Please wear loose clothing.

Who will benefit?
This workshop is open to anyone who is interested in dance and movement and its
therapeutic and personal relevance. You don’t need any formal qualification to get onto
this workshop.
Follow link to: http://www.derby.ac.uk/therapeutic-value-of-authentic-movement
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Walk of Life

Workshops and Training
in non stylised
and environmental movement
with Helen Poynor

Women in the Land May 21st-23rd
Midsummer Songs June 26th-27th
Summer School July 12th-16th
Apply now for 2010/11 training programme on the inspiring Jurassic coast
in Devon/Dorset.

01297 20624 for brochure
www.walkoflife.co.uk
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Workshops & Training in Tenerife
Canary islands, Spain
With Petra Klein
International Institute for Dance Therapy IIDT
The Institute offers a variety of workshops, training, supervision and individual therapy
throughout the year. It is based in ‘Jardin Mariposa’, a special place of peace and energy
surrounded by lush tropical vegetation located directly on the Atlantic coast in a national
preserved area 200m above sea level.
Psychologist and dance therapist Petra Klein’s teaching in the areas of Dance Therapy and
Dance of Life® focuses on broad-based theories and practical methods gained over more than
20 years of experience. The emphasis in her work is on Humanistic, Depth and Transpersonal
Psychology. She is the author of several publications on dance therapy and Dance of Life®,
a method she created to further holistic self-exploration through the medium of dance. It’s
aim is to promote a better understanding of ourselves in order to enhance the quality of our
lives. Special choreographies facilitate the experience of core life themes. The method can
be applied in a wide variety of settings and with all age groups.

Intensive Summer Workshop & Training

30th July – 13th August
This intensive summer workshop & training is not only designed for those undertaking
the professional training program but also for those who wish to step into a profound and
indepth self-healing process just for themselves.

Dance Therapy Training and Dance of Life®

9th – 30th July
The training program is accredited by the German Dance Therapy Association which is
in collaboration with the American Dance Therapy Association. I takes place within two
intensive three week blocks over two summers. On successful completion of the practical
work, students receive a Certificate in “Dance of Life®”. This training is also the foundation
course for the specific depth-psychology-oriented dance therapy training which can be
continued in three tranches over the following year and a half.
The centre also offers vacation seminars.
For more information: www.dancetherapy.com
email info@Jardin-Mariposa.com
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SOTO – JUNE 2010 UK WORKSHOPS
Three opportunities to work with an exceptional teacher on a rare visit
to the UK.
“Movement is life. When we move with consciousness and intention to express who
we are, and invest ourselves in our movement, then we are celebrating life and the
life force that flows through us.” - G.Hoffman Soto
These workshops are suitable for teachers, therapists, dancers, performers, coaches
and anyone who is attracted to using the movement arts to develop as artist,
performer and human being.

About Soto (see www.sotomotion.com for more info).

G.Hoffman Soto has 40 years experience in the Movement Arts including Butoh,
Aikido, Capoiera, Tai Qi, African and Brazilian dance and a wide range of other postmodern dance forms. He has been a teacher for over 40 years, in San Francisco Bay
Area where he lives and internationally. Among many wonderful teachers he has
long been associated with Anna Halprin who has been a major influence. He is a
member of the core faculty of the Tamalpa Institute (www.tamalpa.org).

AWARENESS, MOVEMENT, EXPRESSION
Weekend – 19th/20th June 2010 – 11 to 5
IPPLEPEN nr Totnes, Devon (we can help with transport from/to Totnes which has good
rail links)

COST £115
TO BOOK - £40 deposit (see address etc below)
This workshop will combine two strands of Soto’s teaching: first, the foundation
of his work, Somatics/Movement Awareness, in which we will use activities drawn
from both eastern and western traditions (see below) to bring people more in
touch with their physical, emotional and spiritual selves; and second, Performance
Lab where we improvise expression in movement and voice to reflect who we
are in the moment and then return to our material to shape and deepen it.

AWARENESS, MOVEMENT, EXPRESSION
Weekend – 26th/27th June 2010 – 11 to 5
LONDON – London Buddhist Arts Centre (near Bethnal Green)
COST £120
TO BOOK - £40 deposit (see address etc below)
Workshop description as above
e-motion Vol. XX
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SELF-PORTRAIT EXPLORATION
Weekdays – 29th June – 1st July – 11 to 5
LONDON – London Buddhist Arts Centre (near Bethnal Green)
COST £120
TO BOOK - £40 deposit (see address etc below)
Soto will facilitate a form of the self-portrait process that has been developed at
the Tamalpa Institute over the last 40 years. Using a combination of movement
and drawing we will work with the memories, stories, feelings and imaginings
which come to awareness when we give our deep attention to different body-parts
in turn and finally to our bodies as a whole. The process is illuminating and can
be healing.

CONCESSIONS

A small number of price concessions may be possible – please contact Denis
There is a £20 reduction for combining two workshops.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Contact Denis 07764-577570, email denbenmac@waitrose.com

TO BOOK a place

please send a non-refundable deposit of £40 payable to Denis MacDermot to 5
Bank House,22, West St, Ashburton TQ13 7DU, Devon UK
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Therapists and Supervisors
Dr Beatrice Allegranti SrDMT, MA DMT
Offers individual and group supervision integrating Feminist
and Dreambody Approaches. CPD short courses also
available. Visit www.embodiedpractice.co.uk
Contact b.allegranti@roehampton.ac.uk or
call 0208 392 3377.
Sara Bannerman-Haig SrDMT
North London
Tel: 07977109699
sara_haig@hotmail.com
Leah Bartal SrDMT
Offers individual DMT and Supervision including
Psychosynthesis, Jungian Background, Feldenkrais and
Authentic Movement. Monthly workshops include writing
and mask-making. North West London and internationally.
Tel/Fax: 0207 722 9768.
Dawn Batcup, SrDMT
Offers supervision or DMT in South London using a
psychodynamic perspective. Dawn’s experience is in mental
health across the various specialisms, including Forensics.
Contact: dawn.batcup@swlstg-tr.nhs.uk or Tel. 0208 682
6236
Catherine Beuzeboc, SRDMT
Offers individual sessions in movement psychotherapy and
supervision in North London NW5. Existential / Humanistic
orientation.
Tel: 0207 267 6253 or email: c.beuzeboc@btinternet.com
Penelope Best SrDMT
Offers individual and group creative process oriented
supervision and consultation sessions in East London and east
midlands (Milton Keynes). Contact: pbestworks@aol.com
Katya Bloom, SrDMT, CMA, MA, PhD
Offers individual movement therapy and supervision in North
London.
Contact: kbloom@talk21.com
Celine Butte SrDMP
offers individual and group dance movement psychotherapy
and supervision, speaks fluent French and English; she is
based in Croydon, CR2
Contact: cel_butte@yahoo.co.uk
Natasha Colbert, SrDMT
Offers supervision and individual movement psychotherapy
in West London, W11. Sliding scale available.
Contact: tasha_colbert@yahoo.co.uk or
Tel: 0207 229 3883
Sue Curtis, SrDMT
Available in South East London for supervision, training or
workshops. Sue specialises in all aspects of work with children
and young people.
Contact: Tel: 0208 244 0968 or suecurtisdmt@ntlworld.com
e-motion Vol. XX
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Juliet Diener MA SRDMP
Offers individual/ group therapy and supervision in NW or SE
London . Working using an integrative model with experience
in both Mental Health and Educational settings.
Contact: juliet@icandance.co.uk 07931 533 955
Ellen Emmet, MA, CMA, SrRDMT
Shropshire, London
Individual and group DMT, Supervision
Authentic Movement-Transpersonal perspective
Visit www.ellenemmet.com
Contact ellenemmet@hotmail.com or 07791622703
Yeva Feldman, SrDMT, MSc, Gestalt Therapist in
advanced training
Offers supervision (individual and group) in South West
London and professional development workshops.
Contact: Tel: 07958 610234, email:
yeva.rob@gogglemail.com
Tracey French MA SrDMP
Offering supervision (especially those working with
adolescent client groups), and individual Dance Movement
Psychotherapy. London based.
Contact: traceyfrenchdmt@yahoo.com
Tel: 07760175756
Caroline Frizell, MA, SrRDMT
North London and Totnes, Devon. Individual DMP,
Supervision and training, with particular reference to
disability, inclusion and ecopsychology. Working with the
earth in mind.
contact: frizarm@btinternet.com Tel: 07950 6861797
Dr. Eila Goldhahn SrDMP, BA Hons, Theatre in a Social
Context, Cert. Couns., Cert. Creative Arts. I am currently
available for supervisions held in Germany (near Frankfurt)
and in London (NW).
Information on seminars and research on www.eilagoldhahn.co.uk
Gerry Harrison MA SrDMP – available for supervision,
especially for those working in psychiatric settings.
Contact: gerryharri@hotmail.com or 07977 094 789
Linda Hartley, MA, SrDMT, BMCA, RMT, UKCP
Offers personal therapy, integrating Authentic Movement,
Body-Mind Centering and a transpersonal and body-oriented
approach to Psychotherapy. Supervision available in and
Cambridge and Norwich.
Contact: Tel: 01799 502143 or email:
Linda@lindahartley.co.uk www.lindahartley.co.uk
Sarah Holden, BA hons, IGA, UKCP
offers individual and group movement psychotherapy,
supervision. South London.
Contact: tel 07956208276 or
sarahholden@movementpsychotherapist.com
Summer 2010

Martina Isecke SrDMT, Dance Artist, Psychologist
Creative coaching and dance holidays at Lanzarote, Canary
Islands, Spain. Offers supervision, DMT workshops, dance
tuition.
Contact: Tel: 0034 6805 88728 or e-mail:
tinaise@yahoo.co.uk, www.martinadance.com
Fran Lavendel, MA, SrDMP, BMCA, RSMT
Edinburgh, Penicuik, Scotland
Personal movement psychotherapy and supervision,
incorporating Authentic Movement and somatic awareness.
Ongoing Authentic Movement groups and training.
Contact: Tel: 01968 676461 or email: lavendelmaclean@
ednet.co.uk, www.franlavendel.com
Helen Leake MA, MA( psych) SrDMT
Group & Individual supervision SE London. Helen is a DMT
& Child & Adolescent Psychotherapist working in the NHS
and Social Care.
e-mail: heleake@yahoo.co.uk or call 07742225445
Jeanette MacDonald, SrDMT, ARAD
Offers individual therapy and clinical supervision in London
and Exeter. Also available for Advanced/Professional Dance
workshops and private coaching. Contact: Tel: 01392 873683
or email: info@exedance.demon.co.uk
Bonnie Meekums, PhD, Lecturer
University of Leeds
School of Healthcare
Baines Wing
LS2 9JT
0113 343 9414
b.meekums@leeds.ac.uk
http://leeds.academia.edu/BonnieMeekums
Alyson Nehren MA, DTR, CMA, RSMT/E, SrDMT
Distance supervision online or landline (at no telephone
charge to you). Specialization in somatic and developmental
approaches to Dance Movement Therapy. Integrating Laban
Movement Analysis (LMA), Bartenieff Fundamentalssm (BF)
and aspects of Body-Mind Centering®. Payment accepted
via secure server.
Contact: anehrensomatx@yahoo.com
Nina Papadopoulos, SrDMT
Is available for individual DMT and supervision in East
London.
Tel 020 85563180 or email: ninadmt@yahoo.com
Annie Parry MA, SrDMP
Advanced EFT/Matrix practitioner, Spiritual director and
Retreat facilitator.
Provides; Supervision and consultation; personal therapy,
growth and transformative process. Offers an integrative
approach, 25yrs experience, 10yrs NHS, now based in
Droitwich Spa (M5 J5, or 4 mins walk from the station),
Mobile 07985 783425 or annie.present@talktalk.net
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Professor Helen Payne, PhD, SrDMT, Fellow ADMT-UK,
UKCP
Professor Helen Payne PhD, has over 30 years experience
with groups and individuals. Accredited Psychotherapist
since 1992 (UKCP). Integrative approach and Authentic
Movement.
Contact: Tel: 01438 833440 or email:
H.L.Payne@herts.ac.uk
Athena Pikis SrDMT.
Offers individual and group DMT and Counselling Sessions
and Workshops in her country Cyprus. Also available for
supervision.
Contact: Tel: (00357)22518765, (00357)99543461,
address: 6 Kilkis Street, Flat 21, 1086 Nicosia, or email:
athenapiki@hotmail.com
Helen Poynor SrDMT. MA and RMT (ISMETA)
Available for individual movement therapy and supervision
in East Devon & Totnes. Also offers Walk of Life Movement
Workshops in West Dorset/Devon. Halprin trained.
Contact: Tel: 01297 20624.
Sandra Reeve SrDMT
Individual movement therapy and supervision in Dorset
and Ireland. Move into Life workshops for personal and
professional development through movement.
Contact: Tel: 01297 560511 www.moveintolife.co.uk
Susan Scarth MCAT, SrDMP, CMA
Private practice in central Edinburgh offering group and
individual DMP. Specialist interest and experience in PTSD
and childhood trauma. Movement Supervision offered to
professionals and students of counselling, psychotherapy and
the arts therapies. Visit Susanʼs website: www.scarthdmp.
com for more information, location and contact form.
Mobile: 07962814630
Rosa Shreeves SrDMT, Dance Artist
Offers individual therapy, supervision, choreography and
consultancy in West London.
Contact: Tel. 0208 995 5904 or email:
rosashreeves@talktalk.net
Allison Singer PhD, MMus, PGDip, DMovtThy, BA Hons,
SRDMT, RDTh, BWY Dip.
Allison is available for individual and small group Dance
Movement Psychotherapy and Clinical supervision in York
and London. Contact Allison: 01904 630853; or North West
London Psychotherapy Centre: 0207 794 9565
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The e - motion ADMP U.K. Quarterly is an official publication of the Association for Dance Movement
Psychotherapy. The quarterly Committee invites all members to contribute and reserves the right to edit all
material. Views expressed by the contributors are the authors’ and do not necessarily express the views of the
Association. Similarly, any publication, advertisement or workshop not part of the Association’s activities is
not necessarily recommended or approved by the ADMP U.K. Copyright of articles remains with the author
unless otherwise specified. When writing articles, please use the following editorial guidelines:
A maximum of 10 sides of A4 including references. Single line spacing. For text only, there is no need to do formatting. All
references cited in the text must be listed in alphabetical order in a reference section at the end of the article. Only items
cited in the article should be listed as references. Each one should include the following as a general guide:
Books:
Author/s surname/s followed by initials, year of publication (in brackets), title (underlined), place of publication, name of publisher,
page numbers (if referring to an article within an edited book)
Chodorow, J. (1991) Dance Therapy and Depth Psychology: The Moving Imagination. London & New York: Routledge

Journals:
Author/s Surname/s followed by initials, year of publication (in brackets), title of article (lower case), title of journal (uppercase and
underlined), volume and issue number, page numbers of article.
Karkou, V. (1999) Who? Where? What? A brief description of DMT: Results from a nationwide study in arts therapies, e-motion, ADMT
UK Quarterly, XI, (2), 5-10.

Please carefully edit your work before submitting it, i.e. check spelling and grammar thoroughly.

Send material via e-mail as an attachment to: tracey.french_emotion@yahoo.co.uk e-mail us for SUBSCRIPTION to the journal,
ADVERTISING and LISTINGS. Please note that receipt of contributions will not be acknowledged unless requested.

ADMP U.K. Membership & Subscription
Annual membership to ADMP U.K
is available from:
ADMP UK Administration
32 Meadfoot Lane
Torquay, Devon TQ1 2BW

Associate
£ 35.00
Student / Unwaged
£ 40.00
Institution
£ 60.00
Non Practicing
£ 70.00
Professional Membership
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